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Glutolin Renovierungsprodukte GmbH, Im Schedetal 1, D-34346 Hann. Muenden As of: 26.02.2018  

 

Glutolin GTX special adhesive 
High quality, universal use wallpaper adhesive with methylcellulose 
 

 Instructions for use: For hanging vinyl and blown vinyl wallpaper, all types of fabric wallpaper, glass 
fibre wall coverings, paper backed glass fibre wall coverings and all heavy 
wallpapers. Cement and chalk resistant. 

 

Technical specifications: Components:: Methylcellulose, dispersing agent, starch ether. 

 Density: 0.50 g/cm³ 

 pH-value: approx. 8 

 Solubility ready for use in about 30 minutes 

 Usage: 200-300 ml/m² 
 

Surface preparation: The surface to which the wallpaper is to be applied must be dry, stable and free 
of dust and grease. Remove old peeling wallpaper and distemper using 
Glutosolv TA wallpaper remover. Tidy up cracks, and holes with Glutofill WF 
filler or Glutofill WG super bonding filler. Pre-treat strongly absorbent, abrasive 
and chalky surfaces with Glutogrund Deeply Penetrating Primer. Water soluble 

contamination of the surface to which the wallpaper is to be applied which may 
bleed through during papering should be isolated using a sealer spray.  
 

For very translucent wallpaper and contrasting backgrounds, we recommend 
applying a coat of Glutogrund TP Wallpaper Primer beforehand. To make 
subsequent removal easier, it is recommended, for washable wallpapers in 
particular, that the surface to which the wallpaper is to be applied be treated 
with wallpaper sizing. 

 

Application: Add Glutolin GTX to cold water, stirring vigorously and continue to stir briefly. 
After about 30 minutes, stir vigorously once more. 
 

If applying to the wallpaper: 

Apply evenly, fold and allow to cure. After an appropriate curing period, hang 
wallpaper flush in the usual manner and smooth using a seam roller. 
 

If applying to the surface to which the wallpaper is to be applied: 

To avoid bubble formation, lightly moisten the back of the cut strip of wallpaper 
about 5 minutes before hanging. Apply Glutolin GTX evenly using a sheepskin 
roller to a width of 1-2 sheets of wallpaper. Apply wallpaper to the paste treated 
area and press into place. After a short wait, smooth the seam between sheets 
with a smooth seam roller. To improve moisture resistance or for slightly 
absorbent surfaces, the addition of 20 % Glutolin BW wall and border adhesive 
(750 g bucket) is recommended. 

Always follow the wallpaper manufacturer’s instructions.  
 

Wipe off excess paste on the front of the wallpaper with water immediately.  
Do not use if the temperature of the room or surface to which the wallpaper is to 
be applied is less then 5°C. 
Clean tools with water immediately after use. 

 
 

Mixing ratio: 
for Mix 

Amount of water 
per 500g pack 

500g pack 
covers 

 Blown vinyl wallpaper, 
embossed non-woven wall 
coverings, glass fibre 
fabrics, fabric wallpapers 

1:15 7.5 37-45 m² 

 

Storage: Store in a cool dry place. Ensure that the container is properly closed. 
  

Important information:  
                                             

Please see the EU Safety Data Sheet for all safety -related data (EU-CLP) 
 

  

Available sizes: Carton 200g  Art. No. 062301074 
 

  

 


